
Industry Changing Live-Fire Gaming Released by Ti Outdoors 

Golden, CO. —Ti Outdoors is proud to have released the V23 Live Fire Shooting 

System for indoor gun ranges. This industry-changing product brings FUN back 

into the gun range. Rather than shooting a paper target, shooters can now engage 

moving targets at various virtual distances.  

  

For Shooters: YOUR gun, NO modifications 

The V23 is truly live-fire gaming at its best. When shooting the V23 at your local range, you can 

expect to chose from a wide variety of constantly updated content, everything from bowling 

pin shoots to zombies! Many of the games are random, to keep you on your toes when 

shooting again and again. To use the V23, you can use YOUR gun, with NO modifications! To 

fully immerse yourself in the shooting experience, bet sure to ask about the Bluetooth headsets 

so you can hear all of the sound effects that go along with each game! Compete with friends, 

bring your family members, and be sure to bring lots of ammo! 

  

For Range Owners: Bullets + Technology = PROFITS! 

The V23 is a perfect fit for your range to increase traffic and engage the younger generation of 

shooters. Ti Outdoors’ V23 system does not require modification to your range; simply PLUG 

and PLAY. The screen surface used for the image is simply paper and cardboard, no expensive 

self-healing membranes to add to your cost. Ti Outdoors releases games each quarter to keep 

your systems fresh with new content. The V23 is perfect for date nights, corporate events or in 

house promotions!  

  

About Ti Outdoors 

Ti Outdoors has been manufacturing training simulators for years, but has realized there was a 

need to bring fun and entertainment back into the gun range atmosphere. This newer 

generation of shooters want something more than just static target shooting. Noticing the lack 

of product availability in this particular area, Ti Outdoors, after 2 years in the making, has 

released the V23 to fill this void. Be sure to like us on Facebook and visit www.tioutdoors.com 

for more information! 

Email: v23@tioutdoors.com  

Phone: 855-718-5280    


